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Abstract

Background: Observation is an important skill for making appropriate nursing decisions and engaging in good practice. However, experts’ observation behavior and cognitive processes cannot be easily verbalized or documented in an objective and accurate manner. Quantitative analysis of the observation behavior of nurses with rich clinical experience will yield effective educational data for fostering and improving nursing students’ observation skills. Objectives: To improve nursing assessment education, the differences in the information gathering processes between clinical nurses and nursing students were analyzed by using a portable eye-tracker. Design: An experimental study. Settings: The experiment was performed at a university in Japan. Participants: The participants were 11 clinical nurses with at least 5 years of clinical experience for postoperative patients, and 10 fourth-year nursing students. Methods: In a mock hospital room, wherein we recreated a situation where a patient in postoperative day 1 was confined to a bed, participants wore an eye-tracking camera and engaged in nursing observation to make an early postoperative ambulation assessment of the patient. Participants’ gaze points and gaze fixation durations were extracted from the gaze measurement data and compared. Results: Clinical nurses had shorter observation times and gaze durations than did nursing students, and focused more on the patient chart, intravenous drip, and indwelling drain. Students gazed for longest at the measuring devices for vital signs. Conclusions: We quantitatively analyzed differences in nursing observation according to clinical experience. Although no significant difference was found in gaze points, nursing students had a greater tendency to focus on information that was numerically displayed. Nurses with clinical experience conducted observations by gazing at information that they needed to focus on the most according to the patients’ postoperative course.

1. Introduction

Observation is an important skill for making appropriate nursing decisions and engaging in good nursing practice. Nurses’ observational skills are attained and refined through accumulating clinical experience. There are two primary paradigms in expertise research: analyzing the technical characteristics of experts with abundant experience, and comparing the technical characteristics of experts and non-experts. Even in the nursing field, there are many studies involving interviews with skilled nurses and analyzing subjective data in order to elucidate such nurses’ clinical decision-making process. However, experts’ observation behavior and cognitive processes cannot be easily verbalized or documented in an objective and accurate manner. Observation is an action conducted through the five senses. For humans, out of the five senses, most information is gathered via the sense of sight. For instance, gaze is used for selectively gathering information [1]. As such, gaze measurement methods using eye-tracking cameras are believed to be effective means of obtaining detailed and objective assessments of human behavior or decision-making processes. From the late 1970s onward, research studies employing eye-tracking instruments have been conducted in the fields of cognitive psychology, pedagogy, and human engineering in order to elucidate the characteristics and decision-making processes involved in linguistic acquisition, ocular movement while driving, and visual searches of skilled technicians [2]-[5]. In recent years, it has become easier to measure ocular movements via miniature, lightweight mobile eye-tracking cameras that do not restrict observers’ behavior [6]. From the 1990s onward, nursing studies have determined the efficacy of ocular counter-rolling instruments in the analysis of behavior to prevent accidents during drug administration and in providing feedback during simulation education in emergency nursing [7] [8]. However, there appears to be no similar studies on nurse expertise. This led us to the notion of quantitatively analyzing observational skills, which are fundamental to nursing practice, by tracking nurses’ gazes in a setting that involves making nursing judgments. This would allow us to clarify the differences in observation skills between expert and novice nurses. In order to elucidate experts’ visual search patterns, it would be desirable to employ an experimental setting that resembles the actual nursing practice environment. Employing eye-tracking instruments would enable us to objectively identify the characteristics of observational skills and compare them among different levels of clinical experience. This would involve measuring a series of nurse observation behaviors with an eye-tracking camera equipped while nurses act freely in an environment simulating a clinical setting.

This study aimed to determine the difference in nursing observation characteristics depending on the existence of clinical experience. Specifically, we compared the eye-tracking data of clinical nurses (experts) and nursing students (novices) during nursing observation to make an early postoperative ambulation assessment of a postoperative day 1 patient. Quantitatively analyzing the observation behavior of nurses with rich clinical experience will yield effective educational data for fostering and improving nursing students’ observation skills.

2. Methods

2.1 Participants

Clinical nurses selected as participants for this study were at least level 4 (proficient) or higher according to Benner’s 5-stage nursing skill levels [9]. The participants for this study were 12 nurses that worked at a university hospital and who had 5 or more years of clinical experience, of which 3 or more years were in the surgical field. The average clinical experience of nurses was 10.6 years (range: 6 - 25 years). Nursing students comprised 11 fourth-year university students (average age: 21 years) who had engaged in surgical nursing practice within their fundamental nursing education. All study participants provided informed consent, and each one signed for approval at this study. The study design was also approved by ethics review boards of Saga University and Kyushu University.

2.2. Eye-Tracker

For gaze measurement, we used the Talk Eye Lite eye tracker, manufactured by Takei Scientific Instruments Co.,
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This device comprises a goggle-type eye-tracking camera and miniature lightweight control unit worn on the waist and utilizes a computer to record data. The ocular movement measurement mechanism involves a central pupillary image processing method wherein weak infrared rays are cast at the cornea to generate a reflected image of the light source, and the location of this image is then detected. The sampling frequency is 30 Hz, with the angle detection being 50 degrees horizontally and 20 degrees vertically. The data items detected are the direction of the gaze, gaze duration, gaze movement speed, pupil diameter, and the presence of blinking. It has been found that wearing glasses or soft contact lenses has virtually no impact on measurement.

2.3. Simulation of Nursing Observation

In a mock hospital room that recreated the situation of a patient being confined to a bed, clinical nurses and nursing students were asked to engage in observation to make an ambulation assessment of a patient in postoperative day 1.

Patient was played by the simulated patient who had received training. The vital signs of the patient actor were measured immediately before the experiment and it was confirmed that they showed no health abnormalities. Patients were instructed to not speak to the nurses or students during the observation experiment save to answer questions simply and exhibit anguished expressions as if in pain.

Figure 1 shows a participant equipped with an eye-tracking camera conducting a nursing observation. The simulated situation involved a patient recovering from a video-assisted thoracic surgery on right lung conducted the previous day; the patient was confined to the bed and was awake. Patients received oxygen via a mask, continuous intravenous drip infusion, and continuous intravenous infusion of epidural anesthesia. An indwelling urinary catheter was implanted in the patient’s body while a thoracostomy tube was implanted in the patient’s right thorax. The thoracostomy tube was attached to continuous low-pressure suction units and was in the process of drainage during the observation period. The mock hospital room had the patient’s postoperative course record, and there was blood within the drain bag and urine in the urine drainage bag; devices displayed vital signs and emission volume indicating gradual recovery.

Participants were presented with the patient record, including the surgery performed before the experiment, both in writing and verbally. Participants entered the mock hospital room after being equipped with the goggle-type eye-tracking camera and undergoing equipment calibration to ensure that it accurately recorded their gazes. The tracking and recording of participants’ ocular movement using the eye-tracking camera commenced as soon as they entered the room. No time restriction for making the ambulation assessment was given; the observation was regarded as complete when the participant gave their judgment.

Figure 1. Simulation of nursing observation.
2.4. Data Analysis

A gaze was defined as a state in which a line of sight was sustained for over 150 milliseconds with the ocular movement angle change being less than 5 degrees per second. After the completion of the observation, the gaze points and the total gaze duration of these points were calculated from the eye-tracking data of clinical nurses and nurse students. The difference in gaze duration between nurses and students was compared with the Mann-Whitney U test using the statistical analysis software JMP (ver. 11). The p-value less than 5% was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

Since obvious measurement errors were found in the data of one clinical nurse and one nursing student, these two participants were excluded from further analysis. Thus, the results of 11 nurses and 10 students were analyzed. Nurses and students that completed the nursing observation all determined that the patient could leave the bed. The average and one standard deviation of observation time required to complete the assessment was 7 mins 21 secs ± 1 min 59 secs for nurses and 13 mins 48 secs ± 5 min 3 secs for students. Students spent a significantly longer time (p < 0.001).

Figure 2 shows the differences in gaze points and gaze movement between students and nurses when inspecting patients’ faces. The students tended to gaze at the periphery of gaze points (e.g., the patient’s face) by slightly changing the position of their gaze and showed considerable gaze movement. Meanwhile, nurses showed fewer gaze points and less gaze movement.

We extracted the points at which one participant gazed at least from the beginning to the end of the observation period, revealing 18 gaze points overall as shown in Table 1. These points were the patient’s face, chest, body (except chest), clinical thermometer, manometer, stethoscope, pulse oximeter, wristwatch, patient chart, memo pad, gauze bandage, indwelling drain, continuous aspirator, intravenous drip, epidural anesthesia kit, urine bag, bed, and bedding.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of nurses and students in the percentage of participants who gazed at each point. The points at which over 50% of both nurses and students gazed were the face, stethoscope, manometer, and pulse oximeter. The points at which there were twice as many or more nurses than students gazing were the patient record, intravenous drip, and indwelling drain. Conversely, the points for which the percentage of students was twice or more that of the nurses were the body (except chest) and the memo pad, and bed. Notably, none of the nurses gazed at the wristwatch while 7 out of 10 students did.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of gaze duration at each point between nurses and students using box plots. The white lines in the boxes are the median values while the lower and upper limits represent minimum and maximum values, respectively. The points at which we noted statistically significant differences in gaze duration between nurses and students were the body (except chest) (p = 0.048) and the memo pad (p = 0.003). At both points, the gaze duration of the students was longer. For wristwatch, one student gazed at it at most for 23 seconds. Although no statistically significant difference was found, the points at which the average gaze duration of the nurses was longer than that of the students by three times or more were patient record, intravenous

Figure 2. Gaze points and eye movements (a) Nursing student’s view, (b) clinical nurse’s view. Dots and lines represent gaze points and eye movements, respectively.
Table 1. Gaze points and durations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gaze object</th>
<th>Gaze point</th>
<th>Percentage gazed (%)</th>
<th>Nurse student</th>
<th>Nurse student</th>
<th>Nurse student</th>
<th>Nurse student</th>
<th>Nurse student</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>Face</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chest</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Body (except chest)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devices</td>
<td>Clinical thermometer</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stethoscope</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manometer</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pulse oximeter</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wristwatch</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records</td>
<td>Patient chart</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Memo pad</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catheters</td>
<td>Intravenous drip</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gauze bandage</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indwelling drain</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continuous aspirator</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epidural anesthesia kit</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urine bag</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Bed</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bedding</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Percentage of participants who gazed at the 18 gaze points.
drip, and indwelling drain. Regarding vital sign measurement devices, the median gaze duration was longer for students than for nurses for the stethoscope and pulse oximeter. The median gaze duration for the manometer was longer for the nurses than for the students.

The 18 gaze points were classified into 5 different categories of patient, vital sign measurement devices, records, catheters, and others as shown in Table 1. Figure 5 displays that integrated gaze duration for each category in a boxplot. Of the 5 categories, the vital sign measurement devices had the longest gaze duration for both nurses and students and showed a significant difference from other categories. The category with the second longest gaze duration was patient; when comparing the patient and records categories, there was no significant difference for students but there was one for nurses (p = 0.03). Only the records showed a significant difference between nurses and students, with students having longer gaze durations (p = 0.03).

4. Discussion

This study showed that clinical nurses spent at least half the time than did nursing students in performing observations to obtain an early postoperative ambulation assessment. The nursing observation was performed according to an objective: namely, to determine whether a postoperative day 1 patient can leave their bed or not in this study. Early postoperative ambulation is an important nursing assistance for preventing postoperative complications. The necessary points to observe for making an accurate ambulation assessment are vital signs, the patient’s physical condition (judged from preoperative strength and operative stress), the degree of pain, potential risks of collapsing or symptom deterioration, and the patient’s volition [10]. The participating nurses in this study all had over 6 years of clinical experience in the surgical field and had conducted ambulation assessments of postoperative patients. Because of this background, they were able to identify specific observation points necessary for making an accurate judgment and found it easy to make decisions because the mock situation and simulated patient were similar to situations they had experienced in the past where patients were able to leave the bed. These factors are believed to have led nurses to complete the observation within a shorter period than the students [11] [12]. However, it is believed that the time required to make a judgment in an actual clinical setting would be shorter than that found in the present study because the nurses would preoperatively know the patient’s physical and mental background information. Students, compared to nurses, had larger gaze movement, more gaze points, and spent more time gazing at each point because they had to interpret each piece of information in a serial manner. It is believed that these factors extended students’ observation duration.

The gaze point refers to an area in which the observer showed interest. The points at which most participants
gazed were the face, stethoscope, manometer, and pulse oximeter, indicating that they gazed at the patient’s expression and vital sign measurement devices. In this observation experiment, participants had to rely greatly on their visual perception for the information needed to make a judgment because we had the patient show expressions of pain while limiting their verbal statements and had actual operating medical equipment and drip infusions. As shown in Figure 2, while there was a clear difference in gaze movement between nurses and students, there were no significant differences in the gaze points necessary for making an ambulation assessment. Concerning the wristwatch, while students gazed at it, no nurses did so; this is because the students palpated the pulse by following basic procedures—namely, counting the number of breaths by checking the patient’s chest movements and gazing at their own wristwatches while measuring. In contrast, nurses checked pulse count using the numerical value displayed on the pulse oximeter; in other words, they used medical equipment. However, pulse oximeters, which measure the pulse of arterial blood and oxygen saturation by issuing a light beam onto the skin, lose accuracy when peripheral blood is low, the probe experiences an attachment failure, or when there is too much ambient light [13]. Thus, it might be necessary to palpate the pulses in accordance with the basic procedure as the students did in order to ensure an accurate nursing diagnosis. The points at which at least twice as many students as nurses gazed were the body (except chest), clinical thermometer, memo pad, and bed. It is believed that students gazed at the body (except chest) and bed because they were taught to do so as part of nursing observation basics during their fundamental nursing education. As for the memo pad, 80% of the students gazed at it to record vital signs data, and their gaze duration were significantly longer than was that of nurses. As mentioned above, it can be inferred that the students performed observations that were faithful to the basic procedures.

Compared to nurses, students’ gaze duration on the chest was longer, suggesting that they required more time to determine the breathing state. In contrast, nurses likely quickly noted the breath count and rhythm while observing the patient’s breathing, without gazing at the chest area. The points at which nurses spent a longer time gazing compared to students were the patient record, intravenous drip, and indwelling drain. The reasoning for this finding is that the nurses confirmed the successive course of the patient immediately after the surgery by looking at the patient record so that they could predict the patient’s current state. It is believed that the nurses gathered information on patient safety by checking the indwelling drain and intravenous drip implanted in the patient. Bleeding is a symptom that cannot be overlooked in this simulated patient’s situation. Thus, the drainage amount and properties from the indwelling drain is an important information source for assessing postoperative bleeding, which explains the longer duration of nurses’ gazing at it [14]. On the other hand, the gaze duration for the continuous aspirator and the gauze bandage applied to the wounded area was longer among students, perhaps because they focused on the drainage accumulated in the drainage bottle of the continuous aspirator and were checking for bleeding on the gauze. In other words, nurses tended to focus on current bleeding while students tended to focus on overall bleeding volume during observations related to postoperative bleeding.

In Figure 5, the 18 gaze points were divided into 5 categories and compared. Under this classification, both
the nurses and the students gazed at vital sign measurement devices significantly longer than they did the other 4 categories. This is believed to be because gazing at these devices was necessary to ascertain the measured vital signs. Although no significant difference in gaze duration between the patient and records categories was found for the students, there was a significant difference for the nurses, which indicates that they looked at the patient more than they did the records.

There are considered to be two ways of looking at the world: direct vision and peripheral vision. Direct vision occurs when an image is formed at the central area of the retina when consciously gazing at a single point. Peripheral vision, by contrast, occurs when the image forms on the peripheral area of the retina and reflects the peripheral area of a scene; it is a viewing method that comprehensively captures spatial positional relation and movement information [15]. The gaze duration measured in this study using an eye-tracking camera was the duration of direct vision. Peripheral vision is also considered to be important factor in actual nursing assessments conducted by sight [16] [17]. In addition, nurses who observe postoperative patients on a daily basis conduct observations by presupposing required information other than visual information in advance. Thus, it is believed that nurses make assessments by drawing on their accumulated knowledge during observations. Further evaluations of nursing assessment processes must consider these points.

Although nursing students took more than twice as long as nurses did in the observation period to make an assessment, they were still able to make a correct assessment concerning the patient's ambulation. This is believed to be because these nursing students were in their 4th year of university, meaning that they knew the fundamentals of nursing care. Students (i.e., novices) gathered numerical information—mainly vital sign measurement data and bleeding volumes—and used it for conducting their nursing assessment. However, there are cases when no change occurs in vital sign values immediately after a physical abnormality occurs [18]. Thus, nursing assessment education for novices must foster skills that enable them to not only interpret numerical information, but also be able to link this with other information in the situation. The quantitative analysis of nursing observation behavior in this study visualized the relationships between the information in the scene and aided in elucidating the nursing assessment process.

5. Conclusion

Differences in nursing observation behavior according to the existence of clinical experience were analyzed quantitatively in this study. Although no significant difference was found in terms of gaze points, the nursing students had a tendency to focus on information that could be easily represented numerically. We also found that nurses with clinical experience conducted observations by gazing at the information that they needed to focus on most at any given time according to the patients’ postoperative course.
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